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Boredom Busters
7th Edition
With all of us now finding ourselves with more time on our hands, Bal Harbour Village
would like to share with you a few recommendations to explore new experiences, learn
about something new or delve into a favorite past-time- all without having to leave your
home! Based around our pillars of Arts & Culture, Culinary, Wellness, Fashion and
Lifestyle, which all form part of The Bal Harbour Experience, we will share ideas and links
for you and your family to explore.
Remember, Hillstone Bal Harbour is open 11:30 AM to 8:30 PM for take out and delivery,
call the restaurant at 786.260.6650.
STAY SAFE - STAY CALM - STAY HOME
Visit our Website

A Place in The Sun
Enjoy the Spring Issue of the Bal Harbour Magazine.
Wellness Express, in need to reprieve from everyday
stressors?
Booksmart - Ilona Oppenheim is approaching the art of
bookmaking with an unconventional and wholly
collaborative spirit.
Go with the Flow - Slow Down: How the MELT method
and other healing modalities are offering a gentle
approach to movement.
Digital Magazine - Spring 2020

Cooking Challenges you can take
on while staying put at home
It's time to get serious in the kitchen. Here are
some advanced cooking techniques you can
master to make you feel like a Top Chef during
your time in quarantine. You may want to wear an
apron when tackling these tough cooking
challenges!
Start Cooking Now!

From our Unscripted Museum Partners

The Bass: Virtual Tours
Take a special look into select exhibitions from the
archive with virtual tours powered by VR
technology. Grab a Google Cardboard for the
ultimate immersive experience.
if you missed Aaron Curry's exhibit Tune Yer Head
Oct 13, 2018 - April 21, 2019, this is your
opportunity to check it out!
Aaron Curry - Tune Yer Head - Virtual Tour

